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Abstract Metalattices are artificial 3D solids, periodic on sub-100nm length scales, that enable the functional properties of materials to be tuned. However, because of their complex structure, predicting, and characterizing their properties is challenging. Here we demonstrate the first nondestructive measurements of the mechanical and structural properties of metalattices with feature sizes down to 14 nm. By monitoring the time-dependent diffraction of short wavelength light from laser-excited acoustic waves in the metalattices, we extract their acoustic dispersion, Young’s modulus, filling fraction, and thicknesses. Our measurements are in excellent agreement with macroscopic predictions and potentially destructive techniques such as nanoindentation and scanning electron microscopy, with increased accuracy over larger areas. This is interesting because the transport properties of these metalattices do not obey bulk predictions. Finally, this approach is the only way to validate the filling fraction of metalattices over macroscopic areas. These combined capabilities can enable accurate synthesis of nano-enhanced materials.
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Advances in nanofabrication have enabled the development of complex materials with intricate nanoscale structure that support dramatically different physical properties than are possible using bulk materials\(^1\)\(^2\). However, our ability to fabricate nanostructured systems has outpaced our ability to characterize their properties. For example, most current nanometrology techniques are destructive and challenging to reproduce on unique samples. Therefore, nondestructive characterization techniques that can probe large areas are critical for both enhancing our fundamental understanding of nanostructured systems, and for informing materials synthesis and engineering for a wide array of nanodevices.

Phononic crystals represent a very promising route for tuning the properties of next-generation nanoelectronics, thermoelectrics, and ultralight materials. These consist of periodic arrays embedded in an elastic medium, arranged in a specific lattice symmetry\(^3\)\(^4\)\(^5\). Nanofabrication techniques can now produce nanoscale phononic crystals with dimensions \(<100\) nm (referred to as metalattices) which make it possible to engineer new elastic and transport properties\(^2\)\(^6\). To fabricate metalattices, nanospheres are first assembled into a colloidal crystal with face centered cubic (FCC) order. This base structure can be tuned from monolayer to microns in thickness, with sphere sizes from the nanometer (nanoscale opals) to microns (opals)\(^3\)\(^7\). The interstitial space between the nanospheres of the colloidal crystal is then infiltrated with another material, forming a metalattice structure for periodicities in the sub-100nm.

Metalattices represent an exciting class of nanostructured emerging materials, whose physical properties are not well understood. In order to tune the magnetic, elastic or transport properties, the metalattice periodicity can be tuned to length scales comparable to the scattering or exchange lengths\(^2\)\(^8\). To understand the mechanical properties of metalattices, studies to date have focused only on one component of the metalattice — either the template or the etched-out structures, and
always for periodicities >100 nm. Two techniques have been used to date to extract the Young’s modulus from these larger templates/structures: nanoindentation and Brillouin light scattering (BLS), in combination with numerical modules. For example, Still et al. used BLS in combination with numerical methods to observe a reduction in the Young’s modulus compared to bulk, for silica spheres with PMMA coating, with diameters ~181 nm. Wang et al. utilized nanoindentation to observe an increase in the Young’s modulus as the silica sphere size is reduced from 538 nm to 326 nm. Nanoindentation studies of inverse opal materials, including silica coated with a titania layer, nickel, polysilazane and SiC exhibit enhanced mechanical properties, which are promising for the development of micron-scaled lightweight, high-strength, and crack-free structures. These results represent extraordinary progress in the development and mechanical characterization of colloidal crystals and inverse opals with sphere sizes >100 nm. However, nondestructive methods to accurately extract the mechanical and structural properties of metalattices with much smaller feature sizes, that can now be fabricated down to ~14 nm, are still lacking.

In this work, we demonstrate the first non-destructive measurements of the mechanical and structural properties of complex 3D nanostructured media – specifically, silicon metalattices fabricated from sphere diameters of 14 nm and 30 nm, with periodicities of 19 nm and 42 nm, respectively. This corresponds to feature sizes that are an order of magnitude smaller than have been characterized to date. We use an ultrafast laser pulse to heat a set of transducer gratings, which impulsively launch surface acoustic waves (SAW) in the metalattice. The wavelength of the SAW can be tuned by varying the transducer grating periodicity, which also changes the SAW penetration depth into the metalattice and the silicon substrate. We then monitor the SAW frequency from the time-dependent change in extreme ultraviolet (EUV) light diffracted off the
grating. This allows us to simultaneously extract the acoustic dispersion, as well as the Young’s modulus, thickness and filling fraction of the metalattice. The extracted mechanical and structural properties agree well with macroscopic predictions, and with other experimental measurements when possible. This is interesting because the transport properties of the same metalattices do not agree with bulk models. The measured metalattice thicknesses agree with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images, while the extracted Young’s modulus is in agreement with nanointentation measurements, and also achieves higher accuracy. Finally, this technique represents the only approach to date to non-destructively validate the filling fraction of deep-nanoscale metalattices. It also has advantages over destructive electron imaging because it can probe over large areas and does not suffer from material contrast issues. These results can enable precise fabrication, characterization and understanding of materials with tailored mechanical and transport properties.

Results

Metalattices. Our samples consist of two metalattices that are fabricated by infiltrating silicon into arrays of either 14 nm or 30 nm diameter silica nanospheres, that are slightly overlapped after a sintering process. The face centered cubic metalattice structures have periodicities of 19 nm and 42 nm, respectively, and filling fractions of 76%. The metalattices are fabricated via high pressure confined chemical vapor deposition to deposit amorphous silicon into the interstitial voids of the silica templates. This infiltration forms an intricate network where more capacious regions, called meta-atoms, with sizes below 5 nm are connected by thin necks, known as meta-bonds, which are as thin as 2 nm. The samples studied here consist of ~ 30 layers of spheres.

Acoustic characterization. To launch surface acoustic waves (SAW) with adjustable penetration depths, a set of transducer gratings with different periodicities are fabricated on top of the
metalattices by e-beam lithography. These transducers can be impulsively heated by an ultrafast 0.8 µm, 30 fs, laser pulse. The resultant high frequency (GHz) surface acoustic waves have a penetration depth of approximately $1/\pi$ of their wavelength (set by the grating period). Therefore, a SAW can be fully confined to the metalattice for sufficiently small grating periods. To span the first Brillouin zone of the metalattice acoustic dispersion, a total of five nickel gratings with different linewidths, $L = 1000$ nm, 500 nm, 100 nm, 100 nm, and 50 nm, and periods, $P = 4000$ nm, 2000 nm, 800 nm, 400 nm, and 200 nm, respectively, are deposited on the sample surface.

The SAW frequency is extracted by monitoring the change in diffraction efficiency of an ultrafast EUV high harmonic probe beam as a function of delay time between the laser pump and EUV probe pulses. The EUV probe beam is generated via high harmonic upconversion of the femtosecond laser beam in argon, to create ~5 harmonics that span a wavelength range of ~25 – 33 nm, and with a pulse duration of ~10 fs. Even for these complex metalattices, with grating transducers on top of multilayered nanostructures, EUV nanometrology achieves an extraordinary signal-to-noise ratio: Figure 1d shows the raw EUV diffraction traces for four different gratings. The initial sharp rise in the EUV diffraction signal is given by the rapid expansion of the nanolines, where the typical deflection that is being measured is on order of ~pm. This is followed by SAW oscillations whose frequencies vary according to the SAW wavelength (i.e. period of the grating). Finally, a slow thermal decay can also be seen in the raw data, that occurs as heat is dissipated from the transducers into the metalattice.
Figure 1. (a) EUV nanometrology for extracting the thickness, Young’s modulus and filling fraction of a metalattice sample. An ultrafast laser impulsively heats a nickel grating, launching surface acoustic waves whose penetration depth is proportional to the nanoline period. The SAWs are detected by monitoring the EUV diffraction signal as a function of time delay after the laser pump pulse. (b) SEM image of a metalattice structure, fabricated from 30nm silica nanospheres between which polycrystalline silicon is infiltrated. (c) AFM image of the L/P=100nm/400nm grating, where the Ni nanolines conform to the morphology of the metalattice surface. (d) EUV diffraction signal from four gratings, where the acoustic oscillations can be seen superimposed on a thermal decay.

Acoustic dispersion relation. To extract the acoustic wave dispersion, we analyze the SAW frequencies after subtracting the slow thermal decay component (see Fig. 1d). Figure 2a shows the change in diffraction as a function of pump-probe time delay from a grating of period 2000 nm and linewidth 500 nm, where both the total EUV diffraction signal and the extracted oscillating component are plotted. Because we launch the acoustic waves with a square wave grating, several higher harmonics are also generated in addition to the fundamental SAW, which produce multi-frequency oscillations in the signal. A Fourier analysis of the oscillating part of the signal gives
the SAW fundamental and harmonics frequencies launched for a given grating, as shown in Figure 2b. We further analyze SAW frequencies by using chirp-Z\textsuperscript{20} transform and matrix pencil method\textsuperscript{21} to extract thorough values for each grating, resolving frequencies as high as 60 GHz. For the range of acoustic wavelengths and frequencies explored here, all the excited frequencies are below the predicted phononic bandgap for these periodic structures, which depends on the period and speed of sound and is estimated to be \(~180\) GHz and \(~80\) GHz for the 14 nm and 30 nm metalattices, respectively\textsuperscript{6}.
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**Figure. 2** Surface acoustic waves analysis. (a) Change in EUV diffraction from a grating of linewidth 500 nm and period 2000 nm as a function of time delay after laser excitation. The dashed line corresponds to the total signal, while the solid line only includes the oscillating part after removing the thermal decay by the matrix pencil method. (b) Frequency spectrum calculated from the Fourier transform of the oscillating part of the signal. The fundamental frequency together with second and third harmonics are clearly resolved.

To properly interpret our measured frequencies, we must account for the finite thickness of the metalattice layer. Figure 3a shows the measured SAW velocity (calculated from the measured SAW frequency and the grating period) versus penetration depth, normalized by the thickness of the metalattice, as measured by cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Figures 3b-c show two cross-sectional SEM images corresponding to gratings with linewidth/period of
50nm/200nm (Figure 3b) and 500nm/2000nm (Figure 3c), where the SAWs are drawn as a guide. Figures 3d and e also illustrate the penetration depth at which the energy of the acoustic wave has dropped by $1/e$. From Figure 3a, it is clear that for shorter wavelength SAWs that correspond to smaller grating periods and penetration depths, the SAW velocity measured is that of the metalattice layer (3523 m/s). This value is in agreement with that calculated from finite element analysis (FEA), assuming an ideal FCC silica/silicon structure with a filling fraction of 76% (see Supplementary Information (SI) for more details). In the case of the smallest grating on the 30 nm metalattice, the 50 nm linewidth with 200 nm spacing grating, the SAW penetration depth of ~60 nm is probing only over 1-2 nanosphere layers which may not probe the average mechanical properties of this metalattice. For the longer wavelength SAWs, with sufficiently deep penetration so that ~20-50% of the SAW is propagating in the silicon substrate, the measured velocity is much higher, close to that of silicon ~5000m/s.$^{22}$

In Figure 3a, we see that both the 14 nm and 30 nm Si infiltrated metalattices have the same measured SAW velocities, which is interesting since both have same filling fraction and nano-order i.e. they are scaled versions of each other. In this case, we can conclude that the SAW velocity only depends on the percentage of silica/silicon in each sample, and that there are no size effects observed even for these deep nanoscale regimes. These values also agree with the elastic properties extracted from an FEA continuum mechanics model where the fraction and structure of each metalattice sample is included, and the interfaces are assumed to be perfect. This shows that EUV nanometrology can extract the dispersion relation of nanostructured materials, and also that these silicon metalattices were fabricated with extraordinary high-quality.
Figure 3. (a) Surface acoustic wave dispersion of the metalattices, showing the SAW velocity as a function of penetration depth, normalized by the metalattice layer thickness. Each point corresponds to the fundamental SAW launched by each grating on the 30nm (circles) and 14nm template (squares) metalattices. Both metalattices have the same filling fraction, and so are predicted to have the same SAW velocity. At large penetration depths, the SAW velocity approaches that of the silicon substrate (~5000m/s), as expected. For smaller penetration depths, the measured metalattice velocities agree with macroscopic predictions (blue line). At the smallest penetration depths, deviations from theory are observed and not surprising, as only a few metalattice layers at the surface are probed. (b, c) Cross-sectional SEM images of the 30nm metalattice for two different gratings with linewidth/period 100nm/400nm and 500nm/2000nm, and thicknesses of 855nm and 1045nm, respectively. The dashed line depicts the boundary between the silicon substrate and the metalattice. The penetration depths of the acoustic are drawn in both images. The penetration depth corresponds to the depth at which the acoustic wave energy has dropped by \( \frac{1}{e} \), shown schematically for (d) large grating (long penetration depth) and (e) small grating (short penetration depth). The SAW velocities associated with these two samples correspond to the second and fourth circles from the left in (a).

Mechanical and structural properties. Since we now know that the mechanical properties of these metalattice follow continuum mechanics, we can model the transducer/metalattice/Silicon substrate multilayer structure to predict the SAW propagation. When compared with the experimentally measured SAW frequencies/velocities, this can be used to extract the Young’s modulus and also the metalattice thicknesses. In general, the velocity of the propagating acoustic waves has an analytical relation to the elastic properties; however, the nanograting on the surface
of the metalattice alters the SAW velocity. To account for this, we utilize FEA to replicate the
dynamics of the experiment and fit the elastic properties of the metalattice film\textsuperscript{15,16}. We model the
metalattice as a uniform film of effective elastic properties on a silicon substrate, with a Ni
nanograting on the surface of the film. Using FEA, we compute the eigenmodes of this structure
and calculate the SAW-Likeness coefficient defined by Nardi \textit{et al.}, which quantifies how
localized the energy is to the surface, to locate the frequency of the mode observed in the
experiment\textsuperscript{15,16}.

We first extract the Young’s modulus for the metalattice film by fitting the simulations to the
experiment for grating sizes where the SAW is fully confined to the metalattice. As seen in Figure
4a, we find excellent agreement between the extracted Young’s modulus and the calculated value
from continuum FEA models, at 92 GPa (see SI) for 100nm/400nm and 100nm/800nm
linewidth/period gratings. In order to confirm the values extracted using EUV nanometrology, we
also performed nanoindentation experiments on the same metalattices (see SI for experimental
details). These measurements gave values of the Young’s moduli of 83 GPa and 85 GPa for the
14nm and 30nm metalattices, respectively. These values re-confirm that both metalattice films
have the same properties. Most importantly, that the average Young’s moduli value from
nanoindentation agrees well with that extracted from EUV measurements, taking into account the
larger ~10\% error associated with nanoindentation (see SI). For both techniques, Poisson’s ratio
was assumed to be the same as the one obtained from continuum FEA models, at 0.18. This is a
good approximation since the constituent materials have similar Poisson’s ratios (0.22 and 0.17
for silicon\textsuperscript{23} and silica\textsuperscript{24}, respectively).

Knowing the Young’s modulus of the metalattice, we can now use this value in the same multilayer
model to nondestructively extract the thickness of the metalattice layer. Here we fit the simulations
to SAW data from the large grating sizes, where the SAWs penetrate into the Si substrate. We then find the thickness of the metalattice layer that reproduces the observed SAW frequency (Fig. 4b). In order to corroborate the thicknesses extracted by this procedure, we also acquired cross-sectional SEM images for each of the gratings. Figure 4b shows that there is good agreement between the metalattice thicknesses measured by SEM and those extracted from EUV nanometrology for the two metalattices: the deviation between both methods was between 5% and 15%. This is partly due to transverse variation in the metalattice thicknesses. In general, EUV nanometrology makes it possible to extract the materials properties over a much larger area (~100x100 µm square) compared with SEM image analysis (~1nmx10µm square).

Finally, it is also worth noting that our multilayer model predictions also depend on filling fraction of silica to silicon within the metalattice structure e.g. density, since the silica spheres can be overlapping or touching depending on the nanofabrication conditions. From both sets of simulations of the data (multilayer model and continuum mechanics model), we can extract a best-fit value of 76% for the filling fraction. The agreement between theory and multiple measurements of the Young’s modulus and thickness confirms this filling fraction value (see SI for more details). Note that this value is challenging to experimentally confirm using other approaches such as TEM, which measures the thickness of the necks - from which the filling fraction can be extracted.

Our EUV technique can be applied to any isotropic complex nanomaterial, and extract information that is not possible using other techniques. From our current results, it is clear that this technique can probe different morphologies, as we show for the case of two metalattices that are the scaled version of each other. In addition, in reference (17) our SAW-based technique was able to probe ultra-thin isotropic films in a very reliable manner, including how the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio evolve as a function of hydrogenation. This information cannot be extracted from
other techniques. Therefore, this technique is able to probe 2D systems like thin films\textsuperscript{17} and in this work we extend it to 3D nanostructured systems. Because this is the first demonstration on a 3D nanostructured material, this is why we compared with nanoindentation and simulation to establish the error bars. Moreover, these complex materials cannot be probed by other methods such as impulsive stimulated thermal scattering (ISTS), also known as transient grating technique. In ISTS, absorbing materials can be characterized by crossing two visible laser beams at the surface of the sample\textsuperscript{25,26,27}, thereby creating a sinusoidal excitation pattern that launches acoustic waves. However, for the metalattices studied here that are made of silicon and silica, the optical absorption properties are non-uniform – thus an intricate heating profile made of a convolution between a sinusoidal pattern and the silicon geometry would be created. In addition, the diffraction limit of visible light makes it extremely challenging to achieve sufficiently small periods to confine the SAWs within the metalattices, which is key to decoupling the elastic properties from the metalattice thickness.

**Figure 4.** Young’s modulus and thickness as a function of grating period, where the latter sets the SAW wavelength (P) and penetration depth (P/\pi). (a) For small periods, SAW are fully confined within the metalattice - we therefore extract the intrinsic Young’s modulus of the metalattice without any substrate contribution. This agrees well with both continuum mechanics calculations and nanoindentation. (b) For large grating periods, where the SAW are partially confined and
influenced by the substrate, we use the intrinsic Young’s modulus to nondestructively extract the thickness of the metalattice, which are in agreement with the values obtained from SEM images.

**Conclusions**

Our results demonstrate that EUV nanometrology is a powerful non-destructive technique to probe mechanical and structural properties of extremely complex nanostructures that would not be possible otherwise. We use it to extract the Young’s moduli, thicknesses and filling fraction of two nanoscale 3D silicon metalattices. To our knowledge, this is the only approach that can accurately characterize the properties of metalattices over macroscopic sample areas. In addition, they show that the mechanical properties of these metalattices follow macroscopic predictions, in contrast to their spin and energy transport properties, which dramatically change at such small feature sizes. This study shows that metalattices at these scales can be designed with tunable mechanical properties and transport properties.
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